A Message from the Editor
For the last five years I have been hawking the Journal
to potential authors at every opportunity. Apparently,
I make a good argument. Our rate of manuscript submissions has gone up every year, and this year they are
way up. In fact, the rate at which they are coming in
is becoming a problem. A bigger problem is that the
quality of the manuscripts is getting better all the time.
You see, a bad manuscript is easy to dispense with in
short order. But a good manuscript is a different thing
all together—it requires much more thought, analysis,
and time on the part of the Editorial Committee.
You might say that these are some high class problems. I might agree. It is exactly what I had hoped
for. But it has resulted in unanticipated problems. For
instance, we’ve run out of room on the front cover to
contain the entire table of contents. Ultimately, it is
going to force a new cover design, which I have been
resisting because of the readily recognizable cover. Our
last issues have approached 150 pages. Given the cost
of printing, this is serious stuff. Quite a change from
the days when we struggled to manage the 80 pages
required to support the binding.
There are areas we are determined not to compromise: our responsiveness to our contributors and the
quality of the Journal. In fact, we are executing plans
to enrich the content and expand the pages further.
Here is an example: Volume 122, the 129th consecutive year of publication of this Journal, will inaugurate
a new column. It will be called Local Acts and will

feature actions taken by local health authorities that
represent novel practices in public health. These local
authorities have always been the locus of the power
and the intimate knowledge of the community that
enable them to protect and promote the health of
the collective body. In recent times, it seems to me
that they have not always been given the appropriate
autonomy and deference. Rather than the stream of
public health ideas and practice flowing up from the
people in the trenches, it tends to flow down—from
state and federal government entities and academic
institutions; the bankers and the thinkers. This stream
should be flowing both ways.
The Editor of Local Acts is Dr. Joshua Sharfstein,
Commissioner of Health for the City of Baltimore.
He will be collaborating with the National Association of County and City Health Officials (NACCHO)
to uncover examples of the best work originating in
local health authorities and bring it to our attention.
Of course, the ultimate goal is to inspire all local
health authorities to take actions they are capable of,
and to be creative in solving public health problems.
Have a good example of some novel activity taken by
a local health authority? Contact me or Josh. This is
going to be good.
That’s it for now. A stack of new manuscripts is
waiting for my attention. I will be working to make
this the best year yet of my tenure at the Journal. I
hope you find it so.
Robert A. Rinsky, PhD
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